FEBRUARY 2019 CHAPTER BOOKS

Ada Lace and the suspicious artist
Call # CHA ADA
Eight-year-old Ada and new friend Tycho help Nina by coding a website displaying her online portfolio,
then work together again to document a case of fraud.

Afternoon on the Amazon
Call # CHA MAG
Eight-year-old Jack, his seven-year-old sister, Annie, and Peanut the mouse ride in a tree house to the
Amazon rain forests, where they encounter giant ants, flesh-eating piranhas, hungry crocodiles, and wild
jaguars.

Alone in the night
Call # CHA PET
Jasmine is thrilled when her neighbors ask her to cat-sit while they go away for Christmas. Now she'll be
able to spend her entire vacation with their beautiful cat named Star. Star loves playing with Jasmine,
and soon the pair are inseparable. But what Jasmine doesn't know is that Star has a secret. Although it is
cold and dark outside, the time has come for Star to leave Jasmine and her warm, safe home and find a
place to hide. But where should she go?

Las adventuras del Capitan Calzoncillos: una novella epica
Call # CHA CAP
Jorge y Beto crean al mejor superhéroe de la historia de su escuela, y después, hacen que cobre vida.

Dinosaurios al atardecer
Call # CHA MAG
Eight-year-old Jack and his younger sister Annie find a magic treehouse, which whisks them back to an
ancient time zone where they see live dinosaurs.

Eva and Baby Mo
Call # CHA OWL
Eva offers to babysit for little brother Baby Mo so her parents can go sky-dancing competition, and she
enlists a couple of her friends to help--unfortunately Mo proves to be a handful, eating too much candy,
making a big mess, and throwing a tantrum, and she and her friends have to clean up fast before her
parents get home.

The football fiasco
Call # CHA ZAC
Zach and Zoe find their recess football deflated from a hole near the laces, and set off in search of clues
to discover how it happened.

A home for Sandy
Call # CHA PET
Anna has been worried about feeling lonely on vacation with only her baby sister to play with. So she is
delighted when she meets some new friends on the beach. And when a beautiful puppy, Sandy, joins in
their games, it looks like this could be the best summer ever! But there’s something about Sandy that
Anna doesn’t know: it’s been such a long time since Sandy had an owner. Then she meets Anna, and she
doesn’t feel so alone anymore. But will Anna be able to give Sandy the home she’s been looking for?

The homeless kitten
Call # CHA PET
Lily and her dad are walking their dog, Hugo, in the woods when he sniffs out a litter of tiny abandoned
kittens! Lily is worried the most about the fluffy white kitten, who looks so small and hungry. With no
room at the local animal rescue, Lily's family agrees to take care of the kittens. As each day passes, Lily
falls in love with them more and more. She knows it won't be long before the kittens are strong enough
to be adopted, but she can't bear the thought of saying goodbye -- especially to the little white kitten.

The homesick puppy
Call # CHA PET
Megan can't wait to take her yellow Labrador puppy, Kiki, for walks in the woods near their new house.
But during the move, Grandma takes care of Kiki. Megan and Kiki have never been separated before.
Megan misses her puppy so much and Kiki will do anything to get home to Megan.

Magic at the Bed & Biscuit
Call # CHA BED
The family of animals at the Bed and Biscuit are expected to welcome and help protect Malicia, a meanspirited city chicken who tours with a magic show, but all are afraid of her temper and powers.

Mummies in the morning
Call # CHA MAG
Jack and his younger sister take a trip in their tree house back to ancient Egypt, where they help a
queen's mummy continue her voyage to the Next Life.

The scruffy puppy
Call # CHA PET
Bella has always dreamed of getting her very own dog, and her wish finally comes true when she and
her family visit the rescue shelter to choose a pet. One of the puppies, Jack, has wild, frizzy ears and a
huge, fluffy tail, and he has always dreamed of the perfect home. Both are thrilled when Bella chooses
Jack. The puppy loves living with Bella, and she adores playing with him. But then Bella's friends start
saying mean things about Jack. Can Bella prove to everyone that there's more to her scruffy puppy than
meets the eye?

The secret kitten
Call # CHA PET
Lucy can't help but feel lonely when she and her brother move in with their gran, leaving behind their
old school and friends. Lucy wishes she could have a pet, but Gran isn't keen on animals. A black and
white stray kitten catches Lucy's attention, and she instantly falls in love with it. But Lucy is upset when
she reads in a magazine that the kitten's colour will make it difficult to rehome. Too young to look after
herself, where will the kitten go if she can't find anyone to take her in?

Sky the unwanted kitten
Call # CHA PET
Lucy is unhappy about having to move to a new house and leave all her friends behind. Her parents
hope that a cat might help her to settle in, so they surprise her with Sky--a beautiful Siamese kitten. Lucy
falls in love with Sky, but she's still upset with her parents and pretends that she's not interested in the
kitten. Poor Sky is left feeling confused and alone. Why doesn't Lucy want her?

The stolen kitten
Call # CHA PET
Olivia is delighted when her family adopts a beautiful little kitten. She can't wait to show Smokey off to
all her friends, and neither can her older brother, Ben. When Ben invites his friend Rob over to their
house, Olivia is worried that the rowdy boys will upset Smokey. Her fears come true when later that
evening, Smokey is nowhere to be found. Could Rob have anything to do with Smokey's disappearance?
And where is the helpless kitten now?

Warriors in winter
Call # CHA MAG
The magic tree house whisks Jack and Annie back in time to meet famed Roman emperor Marcus
Aurelius!

Yay for vaycay!
Call # CHA PUG
Sunny and Rosy's human is going on vacation and it's NO DOGS ALLOWED. But they don't mind -- they're
headed to Grandma and Grandpa's house for unlimited snuggles and as many pug snacks as they can
eat.

